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Abstract

Crack initiation and propagation in three braided SiC/SiC composite tubes with different braiding angles are investigated by in situ tensile tests with synchrotron micro-computed tomography. Crack networks are precisely detected after an image subtraction procedure based on Digital Volume Correlation. FFT based simulations are performed on the full-resolution 3D images to assess elastic stress/strain fields. Quantitative measurements of the crack geometries are performed using a novel method based on grey levels. The results show that braiding angle has no obvious effect on the location of crack onsets (initiation always occurs at tow interfaces), whereas it significantly affects the paths of crack propagation. This work provides an explicit demonstration of the crack propagation scenarios with respect to the mesoscopic fibre architectures.
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1. Introduction

According to the concept of new generation nuclear reactors, as well as the accident-tolerant fuels, the temperature around the fuel clads can reach more than 1000°C [1,2]. By virtue of their outstanding high-temperature performance, SiC/SiC composites have been studied since decades as a material alternative to metals in such applications [1–4]. However, due to the microstructural complexity in 3D, the relationship between their macroscopic behaviour and multiscale microstructures is still not fully understood, and this issue remains one of the major obstacles for final applications of SiC/SiC composites in nuclear reactors. Pseudo-
ductile behaviour can be achieved by using appropriate interphase between fibres and matrix [3,5]. Textile fibre architectures are commonly used to produce macroscopic reinforcement in more than one directions. Textile fibre architectures can strongly affect the mechanical behaviour of the composites [6–8], and the most commonly used ones for tubular structural components are filament winding, 2D braiding and triaxial braiding. The mechanical nonlinearity of a SiC/SiC composite is due to the development of micro-cracks inside the microstructure under load. Therefore, it is essential to understand this micro-macro relationship, in order to ensure the material strength to fulfil the in-service conditions in nuclear applications.

Experimental characterisations of the damage mechanisms (micro-cracking) for SiC/SiC composites have been reported in the literature. Elementary damage mechanisms, such as matrix cracking, fibre breaks and fibre-matrix interfacial degradation are usually studied with single-fibre composites [9,10] and unidirectional minicomposites [11,12]. Damage evolution in textile SiC/SiC composites has also been investigated using different experimental approaches, see e.g. [13–21] among others. Some indirect methods, such as electrical resistance [19] and acoustic emission (AE) [13], have been proven convenient to continuously monitor the global damage evolution in the SiC/SiC composites during mechanical loading. However, even though clustering techniques have been proposed (e.g. [14]), precisely distinguishing the damage natures (matrix crack, fibre break, or interfacial degradation) is still difficult. In addition, the damage growth paths in the material microstructure seem very difficult, if not impossible, to be observed using indirect methods. Surface observations at mesoscale with Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was used in [16,17] to analyse the damage evolution in a precise and quantitative way. Yet, the cracks in the composite bulk could not be observed. Others used X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) combined with in situ testing and Digital Volume Correlation (DVC), see e.g. [18,20,21]. This is an attractive characterisation approach for studying damage behaviour of composite materials (see [22] for a review), because it provides very rich and direct information on both the 3D microstructure and the micro-cracks with their geometries and spatial distributions. Some recent effort has been put on combining µCT and AE to characterise the evolution of different damage modes, i.e. matrix cracks and fibre breaks [23]. Yet, the generalisation of the observation from the afore-mentioned reference is still not straightforward due to the difficulty in reliably clustering AE signals when dealing with more complex microstructures loaded off the fibre axis.

In this study, in situ tensile tests have been conducted on braided SiC/SiC composite tubes using synchrotron µCT setup. The purpose is to provide relevant experimental arguments for better understanding the damage-microstructure relationship. One particular question is addressed: as an important parameter of braiding process, how does the braiding angle affect the damage initiation and propagation in the SiC/SiC composite tubes? Focus is put on mesoscopic analyses. However, the satisfactory image resolution (2.60~2.85 µm/voxel) also allows us to discuss the damage mechanisms at smaller length scale, namely fibre break and effect of micropores.

Tubes with three different braiding angles (30º, 45º and 60º) are tested under axial tension and the microstructural changes are recorded in synchrotron tomography images. DVC technique is used to measure the local displacement field. Three-dimensional crack networks are detected after an image subtraction based on the DVC measurements [24]. In order to alleviate the limitations on temporal and spatial resolutions of in situ tomography experiments for the observation of damage initiation, local elastic stress fields are simulated
with full image resolution for the whole field of view, see [25] for details. These large-scale simulations, involving over billions of voxels, are conducted under a HPC (high-performance computing) framework. These simulations employ a massively parallel in-house software AMITEX [26], based on Fast Fourier Transforms. For each tube, the crack propagation scenario is observed in relation with the braided architecture. A novel method [27] is used to quantify two geometric parameters, opening and surface area, of the detected crack networks. Statistical representability of the observations relies on the use of a large field of view containing two or three braid periods in the axial direction and four in the whole circumference of each tube.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The braided SiC/SiC composite tubes have been manufactured at LTMEx/CEA Saclay (France), using three different braiding angles: 30°, 45°, 60° (Figure 1). Each tube has been manufactured from a fibrous preform of two braided layers. Each tow contains about 500 Hi-Nicalon type S fibres. Pyrocarbon interphase and SiC matrix have been sequentially deposited onto the fibrous preforms using Chemical Vapour Infiltration (CVI) process, resulting in similar porosity volume fractions of 17~20% in the three tubes. The inner diameters of the tubes have been controlled to be the same (3.47 mm), while their outer diameters varied with the braiding angle (4.79 mm, 4.89 mm and 5.25 mm for 30°, 45° and 60° tubes, respectively). The outer diameters have been measured by laser micrometre taking the average of maximum (peaks of tows) and minimum (valleys of tows) measured values. The significant difference in outer diameter indicates that the out-of-plane undulation of tows increases with the braiding angle. Residual pores after CVI can be classified into two groups: micropores that are located inside tows having line-like forms and oriented similarly to adjacent fibres, and macropores that are located among tows having tortuous geometries.

![Figure 1. Optical images of the tube surfaces with different braiding angles: (a) 30°, (b) 45°, (c) 60°.](image)

The macroscopic stress-strain curves of the tubes under tension are given in Figure 2, showing a clear braiding angle effect: a larger braiding angle leads to a lower elastic limit, a lower stress to failure but a larger strain to failure. Let us note that the porosity fractions in the different tubes were similar, therefore, this difference in elastic limit should be related to the fibre architecture, as will be discussed in section 3.3. Each type of tubes with the same braiding
angle have been tested twice and their macroscopic responses are very reproducible, except the strains to failure of the 60° tubes (1.3% and 1.6%). These reference curves have helped to choose the stress levels for the incremental in-situ tensile tests.

![Figure 2. The macroscopic stress-strain curves under tension for the tubes with three different braiding angles: 30°, 45°, 60°. Two tubes of each braiding angle have been tested to check the reproducibility of the macroscopic behaviour. The black dots mark the loading steps at which the tubes have been scanned during the in situ tests.](image)

2.2 In situ tensile testing and data processing

2.2.1 Loading devices and imaging parameters

In situ experiments were performed using the µCT setup on the PSICHE beamline of SOLEIL synchrotron (Figure 3). Two series of tests were conducted using different loading rigs (see Figure 3 a and b). The loading device was composed of two parts: an actuator (not shown in the figure) that is placed beneath the rotation/translation stage and an upper part that transmits the tensile load to the sample inside it. The first test series involved only one test on a 45° tube. An upper part made of aluminium (Figure 3.b) was used. During this test, a heating effect of the beam on the aluminium part was observed inducing a non-negligible movement of the sample during the scan. This issue was alleviated by reducing the beam flux and exposure time. Therefore, the aluminium upper part has been replaced by a different design with a polycarbonate window (see Figure 3.a) for the second series of tests, during which tubes with 30° and 60° braiding angles were tested. A more detailed description of these two designs can be found in [28], Chapter 2.

A pink beam, with energies centred at about 45 keV, was used for both series of tests. The scan parameters were similar for all the tests and they are listed in Table 1. The main difference between the two series was the number of radiographs and the exposure time per frame: a shorter exposure time was used for the first series but compensated by a larger number of radiographs. In order to achieve a larger vertical field of view, each sample was scanned at two adjacent vertical positions, except the 60° tube whose axial architecture period was shorter than the other tubes so that three axial periods could be covered by one single image. Each two vertically adjacent images shared an overlapping zone, so that they could be stitched afterwards. The stitched images contained three axial periods for the 45°
tube and two for the 30° tube. The whole circumference of each tube was included in the field of view. Therefore, the observations covered 12 braid patterns (i.e. 3 in the axial direction, 4 in the circumference) for the 45° and 60° tubes and 8 for the 30° tube (i.e. 2 x 4).

Figure 3. (a) In situ µCT setup at SOLEIL synchrotron (PSICHE beamline) used for the second series of tests, with the zoomed-in image showing the upper part with a polycarbonate window. (b) The aluminium upper part of the loading device used for the first series of test.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Tube name</th>
<th>Reconstructed image dimension (voxel)</th>
<th>Number of radiographs</th>
<th>Exposure time (ms/f)</th>
<th>Voxel size (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>2048x2048x1024</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>2048x2048x1120</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>2048x2048x1120</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Image acquisition parameters for the two series of tests*

### 2.2.2 Reconstructed images

3D images were reconstructed using PyHST2 code [29], saved in 32-bit float format, and then converted into 8-bit unsigned integer format for further post-processing. An example of the reconstructed images is given in Figure 4. Although the voxel size was smaller than the average fibre diameter (~12 µm), fibres and matrix could barely be distinguished because of their low chemical contrast (both are close to stoichiometric SiC). Macro-pores and large micro-pores could, however, be clearly seen and distinguished.

![Reconstructed image of the 45° tube: cross-sectional slice and grey-level profile along the green line. Artefacts are highlighted by the grey-level profile along the green line: over-contrasted solid-air interface, ring, radial fluctuations of brightness.](image)

*Figure 4. Reconstructed image of the 45° tube: cross-sectional slice and grey-level profile along the green line. Artefacts are highlighted by the grey-level profile along the green line: over-contrasted solid-air interface, ring, radial fluctuations of brightness.*
The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the images for the three tubes were quantified using the formula:

$$SNR = \frac{v^{SiC} - v^{pore}}{\text{max}\{std^{SiC}, std^{pore}\}}$$

(1)

where $v^{SiC}$ and $v^{pore}$ denote the average grey levels of SiC solid and macropore zones, respectively; $std^{SiC}$ and $std^{pore}$ are the corresponding standard deviations. In practice, several typical solid and macropore zones have been manually chosen within ImageJ to determine these values. The results showed that SNRs for all images varied between 7.0 and 8.1, suggesting a good and similar image quality for the three tubes. However, the reconstructed images still suffered from some artefacts, as highlighted in Figure 4. The procedures proposed by [27] were used to reduce their effect on crack detection and quantification.

2.3 DVC analysis and strain evaluation

DVC was conducted on the in situ images to evaluate the 3D displacement field, from which the deformation heterogeneity through the tube thickness was examined. The in-house DVC software CMV3D [30] based on local correlation method was used. The correlation points were defined with respect to the cylindrical coordinates ($r, \theta, z$). The tube thickness was discretized into a series of radial layers, each of them being represented by the correlation points having the same radial coordinate. Average strains over each radial layer were evaluated by finding the best fitting of a per-layer homogeneous deformation model to the DVC-measured displacements of the related correlation points. This procedure provided profiles of the principal strain components $\varepsilon_{rr}, \varepsilon_{\theta\theta}, \varepsilon_{zz}$ in the through-thickness (or radial) direction. A detailed description of this procedure can be found in [27,28].

2.4 Crack detection and quantification

A DVC-based image subtraction technique [24] was used to detect the open cracks in the composites. This technique consists in computing the difference between the reference image and an image calculated from the deformed image according to DVC-measured displacement field. Thus, the microstructural features that disturb the crack segmentation, such as pores, are removed from the obtained image. After the image subtraction, several specific procedures were applied to remove or reduce the effects of artefacts on the detection of cracks (see [27,28] for details). Then, the cracks created from mechanical loading can be extracted from a simple grey-level thresholding.

This crack detection procedure enables extracting very complex and numerous crack networks embedded in complex microstructures. This could not have been achieved by a direct grey-level thresholding because of the similarity of grey levels between pores and cracks in the images. As all other image based characterisation methods, the crack detection procedure cannot capture all cracks in the material due to the limitations on spatial resolution and SNRs of µCT images. In the present study, cracks with opening smaller than 0.2 voxel
(0.5~0.6 µm) are omitted. In fact, such detectability proposes a compromise between the large field of view for more statistics, and the precision of crack detection that is lower than the expected crack openings in general (a few micrometres [17]). Hence, the detected crack networks, with complex geometries, provide comprehensive arguments for better understanding the damage evolution in SiC/SiC composite tubes.

Once the crack networks were detected, their spatial geometries were quantified with a method based on image grey levels [27]. This procedure decomposed the volume of cracks into 3D surface and local opening, which can be used as two damage parameters that are more relevant than a simple voxel counting.

2.5 FFT simulation

Due to the limitation on the temporal resolution of in situ µCT scans, it is difficult to capture the exact initiation of damage. Moreover, due to the limitation on the spatial resolution, it is also likely that some of the cracks, created at the onset of non-linearity of the stress-strain curves, have been missing from the detection at the first loading steps of the in situ tests. As discussed in our previous work [25], to alleviate these limitations, we performed numerical simulations with the realistic microstructures to evaluate the elastic stress fields. The simulation results were then analysed together with the cracks detected from the in situ experiments. These cracks had been detected shortly after the beginning of the non-linearity in Figure 2, so they are believed to be mostly the extension of the first cracks that were created at the onset of the non-linearity.

Compared to classical Finite Element codes, FFT-based methods (and codes) have a great advantage in image-based modelling with full-resolution that usually contains over billions of voxels [25,31]. The images at reference (unloaded) stage of the in situ experiments were directly used to generate the unit cells without reducing the resolutions. Since the fibres and matrix were undistinguishable in our images, they were considered as the same isotropic material with Young’s modulus of 400 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. It has been discussed in [25] that this consideration is reasonable for elastic regime owing to the similarity of elastic properties between fibres and matrix and to the very thin thickness of pyrocarbon interphases. The pore voxels were assigned an elastic modulus of zero. To compare the simulations to the experiments, we applied a macroscopic loading condition of axial strain with a nominal value of 1%. The local stress fields of the real microstructures were calculated using linear elastic law. Maximum principal stress was then calculated at each voxel. The use of high-resolution images in the numerical models made the local stress fields smooth and insensitive to the regular voxel-type discretization [25]. Every simulation was conducted over the French supercomputer CCRT Cobalt [32] using more than 1600 cores. By virtue of the massively parallel implementation of the in-house code AMITEX [26], computations with more than 7 billion voxels were completed within approximately 20 min.
3. Results and discussions

3.1 Unwrapping and projection

The information obtained from either the experimental observations (braid architectures and detected crack networks) or the FFT simulations (stress fields) are expressed over tubular shape. Visualising and interpreting them are not trivial in 3D. Therefore, we choose to firstly “unwrap” the tubular shape into a cuboid one. The unwrapping procedure consists in remapping each cross-sectional slice from polar to Cartesian coordinates using 2D interpolation. Linear and nearest-neighbour interpolations are used for grey-level (and stress field) images and binary images (e.g. detected cracks), respectively.

In the cuboid configuration, the tube thickness is divided into four sublayers according to the radial profiles of macro- and micro-pores (Figure 5). The information is then projected within each sublayer along the through-thickness direction. This radial projection consists in averaging the stress values and summing the detected crack voxels. These procedures of unwrapping and radial sublayer projection allow us to simplify the 3D visualisation into 2D without losing information in the composite bulks.

Figure 5 also illustrates some characteristic regions of a braided structure. “Parallel tows” and “cross-over tows” refer to as the two adjacent fibre tows with the same orientation and different orientations, respectively. Accordingly, “parallel tow interface” and “cross-over tow interface” refer to as the interfaces between two parallel tows and between two cross-over tows, respectively. These vocabularies will be used for discussing the results.

3.2 First look at the detected cracks: two crack families with different orientations

Figure 6 shows the 500 largest cracks detected in each tube, giving a global idea about the 3D crack networks in the tubular configuration. Each crack voxel has been associated to an orientation vector (opening direction) that is determined from the inertia tensor of the local region surrounding the considered crack voxel [27,28]. We characterise the crack orientation by the angle $\gamma_r$ defined between the opening direction of the crack and the local radial axis $e_r$. According to this parameter, the crack voxels in the 30° and 45° tubes are classified into two groups:

- in-plane cracks, whose opening direction is in the radial direction (ideally $\gamma = 0$, extended to $\gamma < \pi/4$). Although the term “in-plane” is not rigorously correct for a tubular composite, we use it to describe the cracks that propagate along the tube wall;
- circumferential cracks, which are generally opening along the axial direction (ideally $\gamma = \pi/2$, extended to $\gamma > \pi/4$), and mainly propagate along the tube circumference.

For the 60° tube, there seem to be many onsets of in-plane cracks, but their extensions are very small. This makes the crack classification very sensitive to the local fluctuations. Therefore, we keep the cracks in the 60° tube unclassified in further analyses. It might be possible that the cracks in the 60° tube have not fully propagated or open (comparatively to the two other tubes), since the strain of the last loading step is well below the expected strain.
to failure. In fact, because of its flat nonlinear behaviour (see Figure 2), loading the 60° tube close to the ultimate strain level is more difficult than the two other tubes.

The 3D visualisation of Figure 6 suggests that the two families of cracks are seemingly connected to each other, and one in-plane crack may be connected to at least one circumferential crack in the 30° and 45° tubes. Waviness is observed on the circumferential cracks in the three tubes, and the waviness amplitude clearly increases with braiding angle. In further analyses, the detected cracks will be superimposed onto the braided microstructures in the unwrapped configuration. Only the external sublayer L4 (see Figure 5) of each tube will be presented to illustrate the damage initiation and propagation. Similar conclusions can be deduced from other sublayers (see supplementary materials).

Figure 5. Through-thickness dividing: (a) radial profiles of volume fractions of macro- and micropores in the 45° tube; (b) schematic illustrating the through-thickness architecture with four sublayers, together with the definitions of some characteristic regions; (c) longitudinal slice of the 45° tube, where two groups of micropores are coloured according to their orientations (+/- 45°).
Figure 6. 3D visualisation of the 500 largest cracks detected at the last loading step in each tube: (a) 30°, (b) 45°, (c) 60°. The colour map represents the characteristic angle $\gamma_r$. For that sake of visuability, a green cylinder is added to represent the boundary surface between the two braided layers in each tube. The corresponding video animations can be found in the supplementary materials.

3.3 Damage initiation

The maps of the simulated maximum principal stresses are given in Figure 7, with the cracks detected at early loading steps superimposed. The values of maximum principal stresses have been normalized by the average axial stress in each tube, so Figure 7 can be interpreted as fields of stress concentration factors. If we assume that each crack, detected at early loading steps, corresponds to one independent event, then the number of observations is over hundreds, providing a good statistical argument for analysing the damage initiation of the studied materials.

In Figure 7, most of the experimentally detected cracks are connected to at least one stress concentration zones near tow interfaces. This suggests that the detected cracks should indeed be the extensions of those responsible for the onset of nonlinearity in the macroscopic stress-strain curves in Figure 2. Furthermore, this observation is similar for the three tubes, indicating that damage initiates always at tow interfaces regardless the braiding angle. Similar crack onset location has also been suspected from the strain field measured from a triaxial braided SiC/SiC tube under internal pressure in [20], though in which only a small zone of the composite tube has been analysed. On the other hand, if we compare the three tubes, a larger braiding angle induces higher stress heterogeneity. This difference in stress heterogeneity might stem from two microstructural reasons: (i) the tortuosity (or out-of-plane undulation) of tows is higher for a larger braiding angle due to the manufacturing process (Chapter 4.1 in [28]), hence inducing higher stress concentrations; (ii) the elongation directions of narrow pore edges follow the directions of fibre tows, hence the larger the braiding angle, the greater the angle between the pore elongation direction and the loading axis, making the stress concentrations higher. Up to now, the high-resolution simulations together with a well-correlated observation of the experimentally detected cracks appear to provide a more convincing explanation of the effect of braiding angle on the macroscopic elastic limit (Figure 2): a larger braiding angle induces a higher degree of stress concentration at tow interfaces, hence resulting in a lower macroscopic elastic limit.
Figure 7. Radial projections (averages) of the values of maximum principal stresses in the three tubes. Cracks detected in each tube at early loading step (indicated in each graph) are superimposed. The circles indicate the crack tips connecting to stress concentration zones. Dashed lines frame the central parts where edge effects of numerical simulations are negligible [24].

3.4 Damage propagation scenarios (qualitative observation)

3.4.1 Damage in the 45° tube: intra-tow cracking

The 45° tube is considered as reference material. Figure 8 shows the radial projections of circumferential and in-plane cracks in the external sublayer of the 45° tube.

Overall, circumferential cracks are detected prior to in-plane cracks. After being initiated near tow interfaces, they grow in the circumferential direction and may cross through the interfaces to the neighbouring fibre tows. Their opening direction is generally parallel to the loading direction (along the tube axis), but some fluctuations of this orientation (waviness) can be observed, especially near the tow interfaces. An example is marked in Figure 8 (step 5) by the three white arrows showing the local normal directions of the considered crack.

In-plane cracks seem to appear after the circumferential cracks have significantly grown. Their propagation is mostly stopped at the parallel tow interfaces. In order to check how in-plane cracks propagate in tows further than the considered sublayer (L4), the projection of the underneath part (L3) is also shown in Figure 8 for step 5. It suggests that in-plane cracks are stopped by the cross-over tow interfaces, i.e. they do not propagate between the two adjacent sublayers L3 and L4. As highlighted by the light blue arrows, an in-plane crack can be seen in L4 but does not appear in L3. This suggests that no inter-tow damage (cracks in-between tows) occurs in the 45° tube. Let us note that the real braid architecture exhibits spatial fluctuations, leading to small biases in the sublayer dividing, which can explain some spurious in-plane cracks observed in L3 (an example is pointed out by the black arrow in L3).
Figure 8. Radial projections of the circumferential (red) and in-plane (blue) cracks detected in the sublayer L4 (for five loading steps) and the sublayer L3 (for the fifth loading step) of the 45° tube. The corresponding braid architecture is also projected and superimposed. The three white arrows (step 5, L4) address the variation of crack orientation; the light blue arrows (step 5, L4 and L3) mark out one same tow in the two adjacent sublayers; the yellow dashed line (step 5, L4) marks out the segment along which the longitudinal slice is made in Figure 9; and the black arrow (step 5, L3) points out an in-plane crack observed in L3 due to the spatial fluctuation of braid architecture.
To check the connection between in-plane and circumferential cracks suggested by the radial projections, one longitudinal slice in $rz$-plane is shown in Figure 9 for each loading step. A circumferential crack appears first in the peripheral matrix of the outer free surface of the tube, and starts to be deflected at the third loading step. The crack then becomes an in-plane crack. Such scenario is observed for most of the in-plane cracks. This suggests that in-plane cracks might come from the deflection of circumferential cracks within fibre tows. Combining the observations of radial projections and the longitudinal slices of these in-plane cracks, we can conclude that the in-plane cracks propagate inside tows, but not in-between tows. This intra-tow location is also confirmed by observing 2D cross-sectional slices (Figure 10). The in-plane cracks seem to propagate from one micropore to another inside the tow. Moreover, this intra-tow growth path likely separates the peripheral matrix from the centre region of the tow for some in-plane cracks (white arrows in Figure 10), and appears in the centre of tows for others (light blue arrows in Figure 10). These in-plane cracks are suspected to be related to a slight fibre tow reorientation effect that has been evidenced from surface observations in [17] mentioning a so-called ‘textile effect’.

Furthermore, the circumferential cracks have not been detected inside the tows. To confirm this, we project a small volume around a typical circumferential crack along the axial direction and the result is shown in Figure 11 for different loading levels. Assuming the micropores are mostly embedded among fibres inside tows, the projection of micropores helps to distinguish the centre region from the peripheral matrix of tows. The crack propagation scenario mentioned above is confirmed by these axial projections as well: first a circumferential crack appears in the peripheral matrix, and then it grows mainly in the circumferential direction. It propagates very slightly in the radial direction, and then it is deflected into the in-plane crack (blue) along a single tow. No circumferential crack is observed inside the tow. Given the spatial resolution and grey-level contrast in the present XCT images, the crack detection procedure is able to detect cracks with opening larger than 0.1~0.2 voxels (0.3~0.5 µm) (see, [27,28]). This detectability should be good enough to detect most matrix cracks. However, it is still possible that the detection procedure missed some tiny cracks with small openings inside tows. For instance, if the matrix among fibres has very limited volume, the related cracks might have been considered as random noises and removed from the detection procedure.

![Figure 9. Longitudinal slices ($rz$-plane) of the 45° tube along the segment A (defined in Figure 8), showing the circumferential (red) and in-plane (blue) cracks at every loading step. The micropores are coloured differently according to their orientations (+/- 45°, light blue and green respectively), so that the braid architecture can be recognized.](image-url)
Figure 10. Cross-sectional slice showing in-plane cracks appearing at different radial positions (pointed by arrows). Tow boundaries are marked by red lines.

Figure 11. Axial projection of a small volume in the 45° tube around a chosen crack with circumferential (red) and in-plane (blue) cracks distinguished. The location of the projected volume is indicated in the radial projection at the top left of the figure. Circled zone is discussed in the main text.
3.4.2 Damage in the 30° tube: intra-tow cracking

In the 30° tube, circumferential and in-plane cracks are also observed, and their propagation scenario is similar to that in the 45° tube. Their projections along the radial direction within the external sublayer (L4) are shown in Figure 12. The circumferential cracks propagate along the tube circumference since the first loading step, which is at the beginning of the nonlinear regime. They can also cross through interfaces from one tow to the neighbouring ones, but their growth path is straighter than that in the 45° tube.

The in-plane cracks are detected much later (~0.55% of axial strain, i.e. ~80% of the ultimate strain) and they are localized in only three tows. The in-plane cracks also stop to propagate at the tow interfaces, as shown by the radial projection in the underneath sublayer L3 (Figure 12). Although a small in-plane crack observed in L3 (circled in the figure) seems to have originated from the propagation of that in L4, its growth is very limited even for the last loading step.

![Figure 12. Radial projections of the circumferential (red) and in-plane (blue) cracks detected in the sublayer L4 (for the six loading steps) and the sublayer L3 (for the sixth loading step) of the 30° tube superimposed to the projected braided architectures. The green arrows (step 6, L4 and L3) mark out one same tow in the two adjacent sublayers and the yellow dashed lines (step 6, L4) mark out the segments along which the longitudinal slices are shown in Figure 13.](image-url)
In order to observe the crack growth through the tube thickness, the longitudinal slices in $rz$-plane along two segments A and B (defined in Figure 12) are shown in Figure 13. In the slice along the segment A, the deflection of circumferential cracks into in-plane cracks is shown, similarly to what has been observed in the 45° tube. The in-plane cracks in the 30° tube also stem from the deflection of the circumferential cracks and their growth path is inside, but not in-between, tows. In the slices along the segment B, the circumferential cracks exhibit a relatively uniform distribution along the axial direction, especially on the outer free surface of the tube. In addition, many of them can be associated with another crack that is located on the other side of the tow at the same axial position (cracks in pair, as marked by the triangles in Figure 13).

To check the propagation of circumferential cracks in the centre regions of fibre tows in the 30° tube, a small volume is projected along the axial direction in Figure 14. Two circumferential cracks are observed independently on the two sides of the tow. Then they both grow in radial and circumferential directions. A few circumferential cracks are observed in the tow-centre region (pointed out by black arrow) when the damage is sufficiently developed (step 4, ~0.5% of axial strain).
Figure 13. Longitudinal slices along the two segments A and B (see Figure 12) in the 30° tube at different loading steps. The micropores are coloured differently according to their orientation for indicating the braid architecture. The triangles point out the cracks in pair discussed in the main text, and one of them (circled) will be further discussed in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Axial projection of a small volume in the 30° tube around a chosen crack with circumferential (red) and in-plane (blue) cracks distinguished. The location of the projected volume is indicated in the radial projection at the top left of the figure. The braid architecture is also projected and superimposed, and the micropores are coloured differently according to their orientations (+/-30°, light blue and green respectively), so that the braid architecture can be recognized. Circled zone is discussed in the main text.
3.4.3 Damage in the 60° tube: inter-tow cracking

In the 60° tube, another crack propagation path is observed. We have chosen to keep the detected cracks unclassified in this tube due to the small extensions of in-plane cracks (see section 3.2). Figure 15 shows the radial projections of the cracks detected in the external sublayer L4 at different loading steps. After being initiated at tow interfaces, cracks in the 60° tube grow primarily along the tow interfaces, which is clearly different from the propagation paths in the two other tubes. These inter-tow cracks change their propagation direction at the zones where three tows are intersected (triple points), e.g. if a crack grows initially along a parallel interface, its propagation direction will change to follow the neighbouring cross-over tow interface. At the last loading step, almost all the tow interfaces (parallel and cross-over) are cracked forming a zig-zag pattern. Moreover, some inter-tow cracks tend to grow inside the tows, especially those propagating along the cross-over tow interfaces, revealing complex stress distributions at these zones (an example is pointed out by arrows in Figure 15). This zig-zag growth path of the inter-tow cracks confirms the strong waviness observed in the 3D visualisation in Figure 6.

To examine how these zig-zag cracks grow through the tube thickness, longitudinal slices in \( r\theta \)-plane along the two segments A and B (defined in Figure 15) are shown in Figure 16 for different loading steps. The two series of slices show the crack propagation in the parallel and cross-over tow interfaces, respectively. Cracks significantly grow into the tube thickness along both interfaces. The growth along parallel tow interfaces (segment A) seems to be stopped by the underneath intersecting tow, because no crack deflection is observed. The growth along cross-over tow interfaces (segment B) is deviated into one of the two cross-over tows after a significant growth between them. This slight deviation makes the crack (crack 1) to join another crack on the other side of the tow (crack 2). This inter-tow damage may possibly promote the reorientation of fibre tows under axial tension.

The cracks along cross-over tow interfaces have orientations different from those of the circumferential cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes, which explains the small population of in-plane cracks observed from the 3D visualisation in the 60° tube in Figure 6.
Figure 15. Radial projection of the cracks (red) detected in the sublayer L4 of the 60° tube at different loading steps, superimposed to the projected braided architecture. Arrows outline a crack that tends to grow inside a tow after its inter-tow propagation. Further longitudinal slices will be observed (in Figure 16) along the two segments A and B.
Figure 16. Longitudinal slices along the two segments A and B (defined in Figure 15) in the 60° tube at different loading steps. The micropores are coloured differently according to their orientations to visualise the braid architecture.

3.5 Quantitative analysis of the through-thickness heterogeneity of damage

As shown in the previous section, the crack propagation scenarios are quite different through the tube thickness. In this section, we quantify this through-thickness heterogeneity of crack networks using a recently proposed method [27]. The idea of this method is to describe the detected cracks with opening levels and surface area, instead of the crack volume usually measured by simple voxel counting. In practice, we replace crack surface area by another parameter – “crack surface density”, which is defined as the ratio between the crack surface area and the volume of solid phase in a considered region. Radial profiles of these two geometric parameters are shown in Figure 17 and 18, where the average opening $\bar{\Lambda}$ and surface density $\rho$ have been measured at each radial position within a thin circumferential cylinder with a thickness of 2 voxels (~5 µm). The surface densities are not uniform through the tube thickness for all the tubes. These quantitative measurements are now interpreted in relation with the previous qualitative observations in section 3.3.

3.5.1 Circumferential cracks and inter-tow cracks

Surface density

For the circumferential cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes, three crack populations are observed, related to the three peak positions numbered in Figure 17.a. The two populations near the inner and outer free surfaces of the tubes appear first before the third population near the boundary of the two braided layers. The locations of these crack populations are consistent with those of macropores, which suggests that the cracks appear preferably in the zones rich in macropores and peripheral matrix (see Figure 17.c). The third crack population in the 30° tube is not obvious, which may be related to the smallest out-of-plane undulation in the 30° braid, leading to less stress concentrations at the boundary of the braided layers.
For the inter-tow cracks in the 60° tube, three crack populations are found where the macropores are minimum, and at the inner free surface. This is consistent with the inter-tow propagation paths, because the radial positions of tow interfaces coincide with the zones of minimum macropores due to the out-of-plane undulations of tows (see Figure 17.d). The location of the second population (close to the inner free surface) may be explained by the fact that the inner free surface has been polished, and the corresponding tow-interfaces are very close to the inner free surface. These quantitative analyses performed over the whole tube thickness confirm the qualitative observations in the previous section.

**Opening**

*Figure 17.b* shows the radial profiles of average crack openings, where three peaks are also observed, which are consistent with the three crack-rich positions for each tube. Overall, the cracks at tube surfaces are more open than those in the thickness. At low loading levels, there are some singular positions where very high average openings (5~8 µm) are observed. They are not significant because they are related to the low crack densities at these positions, making the average measurements sensitive to individual cracks with large openings.

### 3.5.2 In-plane cracks

**Surface density**

The through-thickness heterogeneity of in-plane cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes is studied in *Figure 18*. In the 45° tube, each of the two braided layers exhibits one crack population, approximately at the same relative position of the braided layer (see *Figure 18.b*). In the 30° tube, only one population is clearly distinguished, which is in the outer braided layer. The qualitative observations have shown that only a few localised in-plane cracks appear in the 30° tube (*Figure 12*). The radial positions of all the crack-rich regions in both tubes are consistent with the qualitative observations, as illustrated in *Figure 18.b*.

Moreover, the peaks of the in-plane cracks are slightly at the left of those of circumferential cracks. In particular, no in-plane crack peak is observed in the inner braided layer of the 30° tube, where very few circumferential cracks are found (peak 2 in *Figure 17.a*). This confirms once again, in a more quantitative way, that in-plane cracks originate from the deviation of circumferential cracks inside fibre tows.

**Opening**

Because of their localized radial positions, we choose to measure the average opening of in-plane cracks around each peak position. The measurement gauges and the results for the last loading step are given in *Figure 18.b*. Similar average openings (1.8 µm) of in-plane cracks are reached in the outer braided layer for both tubes. In the 45° tube, the average opening of in-plane cracks is smaller in the outer braided layer than in the inner one (1.8 µμm versus 2.9 µμm). The explanation of this difference is still unclear, it may result from complex interactions and stress redistributions within the damaged microstructure.
Figure 17. Radial profiles of two geometric parameters for the circumferential cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes and for all cracks in the 60° tube: (a) surface density $\rho$, (b) average opening $\bar{\lambda}$. The radial positions relative to the boundary between the two braided layers in each tube are normalized by the tube thickness, thereby the zone with $r<0.5$ is the inner braided layer and the zone with $r>0.5$ is the outer one. The three peaks in each profile are numbered (1, 2, 3). Dashed red line shows the radial profile of macropore volume fraction in each tube in order to indicate the through-thickness braid architecture. (c-d) Schematics illustrating the typical locations of circumferential cracks (for 30° and 45° tubes) and inter-tow cracks (for 60° tube) with respect to the braid architecture.
Figure 18. (a) Radial profiles of the surface density of in-plane cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes; the two populations discussed in the main text are pointed out by numbers, and their respective average opening is calculated over the marked gauges, the dashed red line shows the radial profile of macropore volume fraction in each tube. (b) Schematic illustrating the typical locations of in-plane cracks with respect to the braid architecture.

3.6 Unobserved damage: delamination and fibre break cluster

Since our observations have been conducted over a large field of view covering several periodic braiding patterns, it is legitimate to address some damage mechanisms that could have been expected yet are not observed in the µCT images.

Firstly, no delamination between the two braided layers is observed in each tube. In-plane cracks are detected in the 30° and 45° tubes, but they remain inside fibre tows and do not propagate between the two braided layers. In the 60° tube, the dominant cracks are inter-tow cracks, whose propagation seems to be limited and no delamination cracks are observed at the boundary of the two braided layers neither. The absence of inter-layer delamination is not surprising and confirms the good integrity of the SiC/SiC composites.

Secondly, fibre break clusters (multiple adjacent fibre breaks) are not observed in the three tubes, even at the last loading steps when the matrix cracks have significantly propagated. It should be noted that a fibre break producing a large enough opening (> 0.2 voxel or ~0.5 μm) should have been detected by our crack detection procedure, especially when considering the large enough fibre section area (~150 μm² that is covered by approximately 20 voxels). The observation on unidirectional mini-composites loaded in tension by [11] showed that fibre break openings could vary from 7 μm (~2.5 voxels) up to 50 μm (~18 voxels). Hence, despite the limitation (~0.5 μm) of the crack detection procedure, fibre break clusters should have been observed if they were present. Similar observation has also been reported by [33], concluding that fibre break clusters occur only at final burst failure of the composite, though the studied material was carbon/epoxy composite loaded in fibre axis. The unobserved fibre break clusters are crucial for micromechanical modelling, as this damage mechanism should be considered only when the material is close to its ultimate failure, but not before. In other words, in contrast to the observations on minicomposites [11] and flat specimens [23] loaded
in axis, the present observation showed no significant number of fibre breaks that contribute to the decrease of the tangent modulus of the composite. Therefore, it is likely that when a significant number of fibre breaks appear, the instability of the composite system is instantly triggered, resulting in ultimate failure. This observation is not consistent with the observation and the corresponding micromechanical modelling of UD micro-composites under tension (see e.g. [34]). The main difference that is able to explain this inconsistency is the fact that the tubes are submitted to off-axis load, while unidirectional mini-composites are loaded in-axis. It would be interesting to confirm this difference observed on fibre breaks on flat specimens loaded in- and off-axis.

3.7 Through-thickness variation of deformation

Figure 19 shows the strain profiles along the tube thickness measured by the DVC-based method [25,28]. Very similar profiles are observed for the three tubes. The axial strains are quasi-uniform. The hoop strains decrease from the inner to the outer surface, in terms of absolute value. An interesting point is that the radial strains are positive through the whole tube thickness. It reveals negative Poisson’s ratios, which is, to the knowledge of the authors, first-time observed for such composites under tension. These through-thickness deformation profiles are now discussed based on the damage characterization presented previously.

- The positive radial strains in the 30° and 45° tubes are believed to be the consequence of the opening of in-plane cracks. For the 60° tube, on the one hand, the opening of the inter-tow cracks contributes to the positive radial strains, on the other hand, the inter-tow cracks promote the realignment of tows into the loading direction, which could induce positive out-of-plane displacements of tows, hence positive radial strains. However, one question remains open and requires further investigation: what is the local force driving the opening of in-plane cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes?
- The hoop strain is closely related to the radial strain through the formula $\epsilon_{\theta \theta}(r) = \frac{\left[ u_r(R_i) + \int_{R_i}^{r} \epsilon_{rr}(r) dr \right]}{r}$, where $R_i$ is the inner radius of the tube. The radial displacement at the inner surface $u_r(R_i)$ being negative due to Poisson’s effect, the positive radial strains throughout the tube thickness lead to the hoop strains decreasing in absolute value from the inner to the outer tube surface. In other words, due to the tubular shape of the composite, the in-plane damage (in-plane cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes or the inter-tow cracks in the 60° tube) affects the strain distributions not only in the radial but also in the circumferential directions.
- Even though a clear through-thickness heterogeneity has been observed for both the crack surface density and crack opening in the three tubes (Figure 17), the axial strains are nearly uniform through the tube thickness. This suggests that the contribution of the detected crack opening in the axial direction should not be the only responsible of the axial nonlinear strain, especially for the region inside the tube thickness. If the question of undetected mechanisms (a part of matrix cracking but also interfacial fibre-matrix sliding) can be raised to provide a possible explanation, it must not be omitted that the pore (especially the macro-pores) may “deform” significantly within the material, especially when cracks appear. Hence, the total nonlinear strain is contributed by not only the crack openings but also the deformation of the pores.
Radial profiles of strains in the three tubes measured by DVC based method; for the sake of clarity, the measurements of the first two loading steps for the 60° tube are not shown, but they are close to zero. The radial positions relative to the boundary between the two braided layers in each tube are normalized by the tube thickness, thereby the zone with \( r < 0 \) corresponds to the inner braided layer and the zone with \( r > 0 \) corresponds to the outer one.

3.8 Micro-macro relationship (discussion)

Now we discuss the relationship between the observed damage mechanisms and the macroscopic stress-strain curves, which also leads to a discussion on the effect of braiding angle.

According to the stress-strain curves in Figure 2, the tangent modulus of each tube is calculated and shown in Figure 20. From the evolution of their tangent moduli, the 30° and 45° tubes seem different from the 60° tube, as both tubes exhibit a slight increase of the tangent modulus at around \( \varepsilon / \varepsilon_{\text{ultimate}} \sim 0.5 \), whereas the tangent modulus of the 60° tube remains constant after \( \varepsilon / \varepsilon_{\text{ultimate}} \sim 0.1 \) until final failure. This distinction between the 30° and 45° tubes and the 60° tube has also been observed from the damage propagation scenarios as presented in section 3.4: intra-two damage is dominant for the former, while inter-tow damage for the latter. Combining the qualitative and quantitative observations presented in this paper, we provide the following suggestion of interpretation attempting to bridge the mesoscopic damage observation and the macroscopic behaviour. In the 30° and 45° tubes, matrix cracks appear at the intersection zones of fibre tows and they seem to grow mainly along the circumferential direction and slightly into the tube thickness. Interestingly, as shown in Figures 17.a and 18.a, the surface density of the detected cracks kept increasing until the last loading step. This suggests that there might be no saturation of the matrix cracks in the materials. However, an increase in the macroscopic tangent modulus does exist for the 30° and 45° tubes, which could indicate that fibres have carried a significant portion of the
tensile load when matrix cracks grew to a certain extent, similarly to what is classically expected in unidirectional or flat ceramic matrix composites [34,35]. Yet, this load shared by the fibres should be statistically lower than their critical stresses since no significant fibre breaking has been observed in the 30° and 45° tubes. When the braiding angle is larger (the 60° tube), inter-tow cracking becomes dominant until the final failure of the composite. This is due to the unfavourable orientation of fibres with respect to the loading direction, making the fibres unable to carry enough load.

In Figure 21 the global surface density of the cracks detected in each tube is compared to the macroscopic axial strain. The in-plane cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes have been excluded from this analysis, because their opening is believed not contributing to the axial strain. A good correlation between the crack surface density and the axial strain can be clearly observed, which suggests that the detected cracks are relevant to reveal the major damage mechanisms contributing to the macroscopic deformations of the SiC/SiC tubes. Therefore, the qualitative and quantitative characterisations of cracks presented in this work provide a comprehensive experimental database for micromechanics-based modelling of the studied material.

Figure 20. Tangent modulus of each tube under tension versus axial strain normalized by the ultimate value.

Figure 21. (a) Surface density of cracks in the three tubes with different braiding angles as function of normalized stress: circumferential cracks for the 30° and 45° tubes, all cracks for the 60° tube and the last data point (dashed line) has been plotted by extrapolating the curve. (b) Macroscopic axial strain as function of normalized stress for the three tubes.
4. Conclusions

Three braided SiC/SiC composite tubes with different braiding angles have been investigated by in situ tensile tests with synchrotron μCT. The location of damage onsets are relatively independent on the braiding angle in the sense that they are mostly located at the tow interfaces for the three tubes. The macroscopic elastic limit decreases with the braiding angle. An explanation has been proposed through the comparison between the elastic stress fields calculated from the FFT simulations and the positions of the first detected cracks observed from the in situ tests: crack initiation occurs in the neighbourhood of stress concentration zones, and the stress concentration level increases with the braiding angle.

As for the damage growth paths, the braiding angle leads to a clear effect: intra-tow cracks in the 30° and 45° tubes and inter-tow cracks in the 60° tube. Their growth scenarios have been explicitly illustrated with respect to the braided architectures, and these have been used to explain the through-thickness variation of deformation of the composite tubes. The interpretations have been carefully drawn by keeping in mind the limitation of observation length scale. Finally, a worth-mentioning result from the micromechanical point of view is that no fibre breaks were not significantly detected during the experiments, even for the last loading levels (and it is believed that our detection limit should be able to detect them).

These damage initiation and propagation scenarios provide comprehensive experimental arguments for modelling not only the mechanical behaviours but also the thermal conductivity or oxidation properties of the SiC/SiC composites.
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